A compact subset X of a polyhedron P is cellular in P if there is a pseudoisotopy of P shrinking precisely X to a point. A proper surjection between polyhedra /: P-^Q is cellular if each point inverse of / is cellular in P. It is shown that if /: P->Q is a cellular map with either (i) dim P^3, or (ii) dim Q^3, then / is approximable by homeomorphisms.
Introduction* As a generalization of the concept of cellularity in a manifold, J. W. Gannon proposed in [3] that a set X in a polyhedron P be called cellular if X is compact and there is a pseudoisotopy of P which shrinks precisely X He then defined a cellular map between polyhedra P and Q to be a proper surjection f:P->Q such that for each qeQ, f~\q) is cellular in P. Cannon first asked if a cellular map / is approximable by homeomorphisms when either P or Q is an ^-manifold, n Φ 4. He conjectured that an affirmative solution to that question would lead to a solution of the more general problem of approximating cellular maps between arbitrary polyhedra. It was shown in [6] that if P or Q is an nmanifold, n Φ 4, then f: P->Q is approximable by homeomorphisms. Here we prove that if dim P^3 or dim Q <^ 3, then / is approximable by homeomorphisms. This, then, can be viewed as an extension of the approximation theorem of Armentrout [1] .
While the proof of the approximation theorem given here relies in many cases on the techniques used by Handel [5] , it should be pointed out that the type of map considered by Handel is more restrictive than those considered here and in [6] .
The reader is encouraged to read at least § § 1 and 2 of [6] to gain an understanding of the stratification and cellular sets being used here before reading this paper. 1* Definitions and background* A polyhedron P is a subset of some Euclidean space R n such that each point beP has a neighborhood N = bL, the join of b and a compact subset L of P. Throughout, P and Q will denote polyhedra. A homotopy H t : P->P for which H u 0 <; t < 1, is a homeomorphism is a pseudoisotopy. A compact subset X of P is cellular in P if there is a pseudoisotopy H t : P -> P such that X is the only nondegenerate point preimage of Hi. A proper surjection /: P ->Q is a cellular map if for each 322 JAMES P. HENDERSON y 6 Q, f~\y) is cellular in P.
The intrinsic dimension of a point x in P, denoted I(x, P), is given by I(x, P) = max {we Z| there is an open embedding ft: jR re x cL-± P with L a compact polyhedron and h(R n x cL) & neighborhood of h(0 x c) = x}, where cL is the open cone on L. The intrinsic n-skeleton of P is P {n) = {a?eP|J(a?, P) ^ w}, and the mtrinsic n-stratum of P is P[n] = P {n) -P (7l~1} . It can easily be shown that given a triangulation T of P, there is a subcomplex K n of Γ such that \K n \ = P U) . Also, P[w] is always a topological nmanifold.
Three results from [6] will form the basis for the proof of the main result. We list them here. [6] . It has been pointed out that the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [6] depends only on Theorem 3.5 of [6] . Thus we need only restrict the possible dimensions of strata of Q and not P. Hence the hypothesis that P[4] = 0 need not appear in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3.
The last theorem of this section is an application of the local contractability of the manifold homeomorphism group and the approximation theorem of Armentrout for n = 3 or that of Siebenmann [9] 2* Decomposing cellular maps* The purpose of this section is to show how to consider a cellular map /: P -> Q as a collection of cellular maps defined on closed subpolyhedra of P. The spirit of this idea is similar to that of Theorem 1.2. However, rather than restricting the map / to a particular intrinsic skeleton, we will want to consider the map / restricted to the closure A of a component A of a stratum P[i] of P. LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that U is a cellular neighborhood in P homeomorphic to R n x cL, C is a compact subset of U, N is a neighborhood of C in U, and ε > 0. Then there is a stratum preserving homotopy h t : P -> P such that
is the identity off of N and on a neighborhood of
Proof The proof is essentially that of Proposition 1.5 of [6] , except that one takes a simplicial neighborhood JV* of C in N and use that neighborhood AT* to redefine the homotopy of Proposition 1.5 to be the identity off of JV*. This technique is described in the proof of Lemma 5.2 of [6] . It should be noted that h t will not, in general, be an isotopy.
At this point, we want to consider a closed subset of A -A, We also require that {C°r} be a collection of pair wise disjoint cellular neighborhoods.
We now want to identify the neighborhood JV. Let The desired homotopy will first pull N o close to Zλ,, then it will keep N Q fixed and pull N x close to D j9 and so forth. We can apply Lemma 2.1 to each of the disjoint Uf's using the cone structure on the disjoint C y is a nonempty connected set.
Proof. We first note that the fact that A -f~\f(D)) is nonempty follows from Theorem 1.2.
If we assume that the closed set \J t<j D t has the desired pro-perty, we need only show that f~\f{U s )) does not separate A -/"(/(Uo A)), where U, = A -ΓXf(Ui<i A)) Note that this will also cover the initial inductive case when D = D 1 = D 5 .
Assume 
. Let f:P->Q be a cellular map with Q[4] = 0, B a component of Q[n\, and A the component of P[n] containing f~\B).
Then f A -f\A: A->B is a cellular map.
Proof. Since each component of each stratum of P is an isotopy class of P (see Proposition 1.2 of [6] ), the restriction of a pseudoisotopy of P to A will yield a pseudoisotopy of A. Therefore, if y eQ and f~\y) f]A Φ 0, f~~\y)Π A is cellular in A. Thus we need only show that f(A) = B.
If άimB = 6, then by Theorem 1.2, /(A) -/(A) = jβ = jg. We now assume that this theorem is true for components of strata of dimension less than n, and that dim A -n.
Let JB 1? , B m be the components of strata of Q such that B-B = UΓ=ι -Bi Since dim J5^ < n, for each ί, there is a component Ai of a stratum of P such that f(A t ) = 5,-. It then follows that f~\B) Π (A -A) = D is a closed subset of A -A consisting of the union of components of strata of P. We now apply Proposition 2. Proof. We first note that if dim P <; 3, we must have dim Q 3 since dimζ>< oo [4] . Now Theorem 1.2 gives us that dimP = dim Q. If dim Q <; 3, the same theorem applies and again dim P = dimQ.
Let ε:P->(0, oo) be given. We must find a homeomorphism g: P-+Q such that d (f(x), g(x) ) < ε(x) for each xeP.
Since / ( The following lemma contains the key to the proof.
LEMMA 3.2. Let f: P->Q be a cellular map with Q[O]=P[O]=0 and dim P = dim Q ^ 3. Then if w is a cellular neighborhood of a point in Q, there is a cellular map h:P-*Q such that h\f~~\w) is a homeomorphism and h\P -f"\w) = f\P -f~\w).
We will complete the proof of the theorem and then return to the proof of the lemma.
Let δ:Q^(O, oo) be such that for each xeP, δ(f(x))<ε(x). Choose a locally finite open cover w of Q with ^ = ^0U^1U
l)w n , where n = dim Q and each w t consist of open sets w ilf w i2 , such that (1) w iά Π w ik = 0 for j Φ k, (2) w iό is a cellular neighborhood of a point in Q, and (3) diam st n+ι {w ijt w) < inf {δ(y)\y ew id }. We may apply Lemma 3.2 to all of the elements in w 0 and to / at the same time to obtain a cellular map h Q : P -> Q which is a homeomorphism when restricted to f~~\Όw 0 ) and agrees with / on P -f~\\Jw 0 ). Now apply Lemma 3.2 to Hw λ and h 0 . Proceeding in the same manner, we obtain h n : P-+Q which is a homeomorphism over w 0 U w x U U w n -Q.
The desired homeomorphism is thus h n if we can show that d(f(x), h n (x)) < ε(x) for each x in P. For xeP, {f(x) f h n (x)}cist n+1 (w ijf w) for each w tj containing f(x).

But diam st n+1 (w ijf w) < inf {δ(y) \ y e w ίβ \ ^ δ(f(x)) < ε(x). Therefore d{f{x\ h n {x)) < e(x).
Proof of Lemma 3.2. In order to show that / can be approximated by a homeomorphism on f"\w) 9 we need to fully understand the structure of the cellular neighborhood w. We will consider the possible structures of w in the order of increasing dimension of w. Since Q[0] = 0, we begin with cellular neighborhoods which are 
. Now that the structure of w has been determined, the cellular map h:P-+Q can be constructed. We proceed by working on neighborhoods w of increasing dimension.
If dim w = 1, then it follows from Theorem 1.3 that there is a homeomorphism h': f"\w)--+w which may be extended to agree with / on P -f-\w).
There are two cases to be considered when dim w = 2. If w R The desired map h: P-^Q can now be defined by WI ^€Ϊ, i a component of P [2] Suppose now that dim w = 3. If ^ = i2 3 , the construction of Λ is straightforward. When w = R\ U« 2 ' Uκ 2^+ > we proceed as in the similar case where dim w = 2.
The interesting case is then w ^ R 1 x cL, where L is a 1-dimensional polyhedron. The first thing to be noted is that w Π Q (2) 
x c(Pi, "*,VQ) f°r some i ^ 1. In either case, we can use the APPROXIMATING CELLULAR MAPS 329 previous techniques to approximate / 2 |P (2) Π f~\w): Let B the space obtained from B by removing β Π Q [2] and replacing that copy of R 2 with two copies of R 2 in the natural fashion. There is a natural projection π B :B^B which is 1 -1 over B -(B Π Q [2] ) and 2 -1 over 5 Π Q [2] .
Similarly, we split A along A Π P [2] , the subcomplex of A homeomorphic to R 2 , and then attach two copies of A Π P [2] to obtain a 3-manifold with boundary A. Again, there is the projection π Λ : A -> A which is 1 -1 over ϊ-(ϊίl P [2] ) and 2 -1 over A Γ) P [2] .
Each nondegenerate point inverse fΣ 1^) has a defining sequence of neighborhoods of the form 2?
, where the lowest dimensional stratum of A that f~\y) intersects is 3, 2, or 1, respectively. The splitting of A will then leave point preimages of the first type unchanged. Those of the second type, with neighborhoods homeomorphic to R 2 x c{p lf p 2 }, will be split into two pieces, each having a defining sequence of neighborhoods homeomorphic to R\. The last type of nondegenerate point preimage will be split along A Π P [2] , but will still be connected. This split cellular set will have a defining sequence of neighborhoods homeomorphic to R 1 x c(P), and hence be cellular in A according to Theorem 1.1, Thus the induced map /: A -> B is a cellular map between polyhedra, each of which is a 3-manifold with boundary.
Given e^: A -> (0, oo), there is a δ A : dΆ -»(0, oo) such that a homeomorphism that ^^-approximates f\dA can be extended to an ε^-approximation of /. We can find a homeomorphism g A : A -A -> B -B which induces a ^-approximation g A : dA -•> dB such that if Given a point y eB -B, we will show how to approximate jfo A -> JB by a cellular map #" which is a homeomorphism over a neighborhood of y in j?, takes A -A onto B -B, and equals / 4 outside of that neighborhood. The approximating homeomorphism can then be constructed in the same way that the lemma is used to construct the general approximation theorem.
Since f A {A -A) = B -B, we can assume that f A is a homeomorphism over B.
There is a cellular neighborhood To complete the proof, we let e:e\(f~\w))->[0 9 oo) be a continuous function such that ε" 1^) = cl (f~\w)) -f~\w)) This induces ε A :A ->(0, oo) for each component A of P[3] Π f"\w).
Let δ A be the function described above. We now choose δ: f~\w) Π P (2) -> (0, oo) to be a positive function such that if xeA -A for anycomponent A of P[3] Π f~\w), then <?(#) < δ x (#). Otherwise, we require that for xeP {2) n f~\w), 8(x) < e(x) . We now approximate /I/"W Π P (2) : /" x (^) Π P extends to h: P-+Q by the map / on P -f~\w).
